Seven
Strata

Solution
Goal
Graduate highly
productive employees

Who beneﬁt from us?
Governments who would like support nationals to ﬁnd jobs
Fresh graduate who would like to have better opportunity to ﬁnd a job
Companies who would like to hire highly productive employees
Universities who would like to enable the students for the work environment

What problems we're solving?
With the advances information technology has made, the gap between the current educational system
and the requirements in a work environment continues to grow wider. Most of the job will be performed
better if employees utilize software. However, fresh graduates are far from ready to take on the job, they just
come with skill sets that are no longer sufﬁcient. These fresh graduates aren't equipped to do a productive
job as they don't have the right tools to use.

What are we offering?
We are enrolling the fresh graduate in programs that will build their capabilities in modern essential jobs. Post
graduation, we are give our graduates the full right to use our software without any additional charges to
beneﬁt the organizations they work with. The modern jobs will be essential for any organization success:
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Digital Transformation

Mindset Transformation

Success Manager

Success Manager

Strategy Execution

Employee Performance

Engagement Manager

Executive

Process Automation

Software Development

Expert

Master

What's our differentiation?
We are the only academy who can provide the tools to the graduates. We will be creating partnerships
between the fresh graduates and Exceeders’ software to create a highly skilled, competitive candidate who
can perform better at the job. The skill and creativity of top fresh graduates, combined with the power of
cutting-edge software, and supported by the Exceeders network, will enable these fresh graduates to do the
job better than anyone on the market.

Our graduates’ productivity will be higher than any other
employee add they will come with their tools. Organizations that
hire them will beneﬁt from using our software free of charge.
We save the organization hundred thousands of dollars while we
provide them when the best candidate to do the job.
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